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Representing Languages

Structures are the weapons of the mathe-
matician.

Bourbaki

It is no coincidence that in no known lan-
guage does the phrase ‘As pretty as an
Airport’ appear.

Douglas Adams

Learning languages requires, for the process to be of any practical value,

to agree on a representation of these languages. We turn to formal language

theory to provide us with such meaningful representations, and adapt only

when needed these classical definitions to the particular task of grammatical

inference.

4.1 Automata and finite state machines

Automata are finite state machines used to recognise strings. They corre-

spond to a simplified and limited version of Turing machines: A string is

written on the input tape; the string is then read from left to right and,

at each step, the next state of the system is chosen depending only on the

previous state and the letter or symbol being read. The fact that this is

the only information that can be used to parse the string makes the system

powerful enough to accept just a limited class of languages called regular

languages. The recognition procedure can be made deterministic by allow-

ing only one action to be possible at each step (therefore for each state and

each symbol). It is usually nicer and easier to manipulate these determinis-

tic machines (called deterministic finite automata) because parsing is then
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80 Representing Languages

performed in a much more convenient and economic way, and also because a

number of theoretical results only apply to these. On the other hand, non-

determinism may be better suited to model certain phenomena and could

also be a partial solution to the difficulties one has when facing noisy data

when learning. There are several definitions of automata in the literature,

so we will use a variant which is of reasonable use for us. In this variant we

admit three sorts of states: accepting states, rejecting states and neutral

states, those for which we cannot decide acceptance or rejection. The two

first types of states are also called final .

4.1.1 Non-deterministic finite automata

Definition 4.1.1 (Nfa) A non-deterministic finite automaton (Nfa)

is a sextuple A = 〈Σ, Q, I, FA, FR, δN 〉 where Σ is an alphabet, Q is a finite

set of states, I ⊆ Q is the set of initial states, FA and FR are the sets of

final states, respectively accepting and rejecting, δN : Q×(Σ∪{λ})→ 2Q

is a transition function.

We will in the sequel depict the automaton as a graph where the states are

nodes labelled by qs where s is a subscript, usually an integer or a string,

and where there is an edge (q2, q3) labelled by a if q3 ∈ δN (q2, a). Notice

that a can be either a symbol from alphabet Σ or the empty string λ. The

initial states are labelled with an entering arrow, and the final states are

marked with a double circle, when from FA, and thicker grey line when from

FR.

Example 4.1.1 In Figure 4.1 a 4-state Nfa is depicted, with two initial

states (q1 and q2), two final accepting states q2 and q3, and one final rejecting

state, q4.
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Fig. 4.1. Graphical representation of an Nfa.
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Definition 4.1.2 (LFA
) The language LFA

(A) recognised by the automaton

A is the set of all strings x = a1 · · · an (with ai ∈ Σ ∪ {λ}) for which

there exists a sequence qi0, qi1 , . . . , qim of states and a sequence bi1, . . . , bim

of symbols in Σ ∪ {λ} and ∀j ∈ [m], qij ∈ δN (qij−1
, bij ) with bi1 · · · bim =

a1 · · · an, qi0 ∈ I and qin ∈ FA.

Definition 4.1.3 (LFR
) The language LFR

(A) recognised by rejection in

the automaton A is the set of strings rejected by A. LFR
(A) is the set of all

strings x = a1 · · · an (with ai ∈ Σ ∪ {λ}) for which there exists a sequence

qi0, qi1 , . . . , qim of states and a sequence bi1 , . . . , bim of symbols in Σ ∪ {λ}

and ∀j ∈ [m], qij ∈ δN (qij−1
, bij ) with bi1 · · · bim = a1 · · · an, qi0 ∈ I and

qin ∈ FR.

We extend function δN to (Q× Σ⋆)→ 2Q by δN (q, a1 · · · an) is the set of

all q′ ∈ Q such that there exists a sequence qi0 , qi1 , . . . , qim and a sequence

bi1, . . . , bim of symbols in Σ ∪ {λ} and ∀j ∈ [m], qij ∈ δN (qij−1
, bij ) with

bi1 · · · bim = a1 · · · an, and qi0 = q and qim = q′.

We will denote by L(A) the language LFA
(A). This emphasises the fact

that the definition, even if mathematically symmetrical, is often used in

an asymmetrical way: Belongs to the language anything accepted, doesn’t

belong to the language the rest.

Remarks

- In the above definition, λ-transitions are allowed. These are used to move

freely from one state to another. It will be important to make clear,

when using these automata, if such empty string transitions are allowed

or not. These (λ-transitions) are often cumbersome and should, whenever

possible, be avoided. This can be noted in the above definitions, where, in

order to define a path which reads a string x, several levels of subscripts

are necessary. This also has algorithmic consequences.

- The usual theory for Nfa has only one type of accepting states, and a

string belongs to the language as soon as there is one path leading from

an initial state to a final state, which reads the string. We have introduced

a definition with two types of final states, because of the particularities of

grammatical inference: A very typical situation arises when we are given

some positive examples (strings that lead to a state in FA), and some

negative examples, that lead to some state in FR, but in that case a lot of

states remain uncertain in the sense that at least for the available data,

both of the labels for these unreached states would be consistent. There
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are even arguments in favour of considering more than two types of states;

this will be discussed at the end of the chapter.

It should be noticed that even if FA and FR are disjoint there may be

strings belonging to both LFA
(A) and LFR

(A), which will create a situation

of inconsistency:

Definition 4.1.4 (Consistent Nfa) An Nfa A = 〈Σ, Q, I, FA, FR, δN 〉 is

consistent ifdef LFA
(A) ∩ LFR

(A) = ∅.
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Fig. 4.2. A consistent Nfa.

Example 4.1.2 The automaton from Figure 4.1 is not consistent, since

string aaba belongs both to LFA
(A) and to LFR

(A). An example of a consis-

tent Nfa is depicted in Figure 4.2.

The following results are well known:

- Computing if a string x belongs to LFA
(A) is in O(|x| · |Q|). This can be

done through Algorithm 4.2 which first requires the λ-closure of the Nfa

to be computed (by Algorithm 4.1). This closure can be computed off-line

instead of during parsing. The algorithm (4.1) corresponds to finding the

transitive closure of a graph. Parsing is done by dynamic programming:

The set S of states reachable by the current prefix is updated with each

new symbol. Adapted data structures allow to compute in linear time the

update of set S.

- Checking if two Nfa are equivalent is P-space complete. A and B are

equivalent ifdef they recognise the same language, i.e. if LFA
(A) = LFA

(B)

and LFR
(A) = LFR

(B).

- Minimising Nfa is an NP-hard problem. This is linked with the fact

that there is no natural tractable normal or canonical form for Nfa. One

should be careful with this statement: Obviously there exists a minimum
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Algorithm 4.1: λ-Closure of an Nfa.

Data: An Nfa : A = 〈Σ, Q, I, FA, FR, δN 〉, with Q = {q1, . . . , q|Q|}
Result: A Boolean matrix E = [|Q|], [|Q|], with E[i][j] = true if

qj ∈ δN (qi, λ), false if not.

for i ∈ [|Q|] do

for j ∈ [|Q|] do

if i = j then
E[i][j] ← true

else
if qj ∈ δN (qi, λ) then E[i][j]← true

else E[i][j]← false
end

end

end

for k ∈ [|Q|] do

for i ∈ [|Q|] do
for j ∈ [|Q|] do E[i][j]← E[i][j] ∨

(

E[i][k] ∧ E[k][j]
)

end

end

return E

Algorithm 4.2: Parsing with an Nfa.

Data: An Nfa : A = 〈Σ, Q, I, FA, FR, δN 〉, a string x = a1a2 · · · an

Result: A set of states S reachable from I by reading x

S← I;

E← λ-Closure(A);

for 1 ≤ i ≤ n do
S← {qk ∈ Q : ∃qj ∈ S ∧ E[j][k]};
S← {qk ∈ Q : ∃qj ∈ S ∧ qk ∈ δN (qj, ai)}

end

S← {qk ∈ Q : ∃qj ∈ S ∧ E[j][k]};
return S

Nfa; what is intractable is to build it from an existing Nfa. Here mini-

mality refers to any definition which would associate a canonical and thus

unique (up to isomorphisms, possibly) minimum form to two equivalent

automata.
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4.1.2 Deterministic finite automata

A deterministic finite automaton (Dfa) is an Nfa in which the two non-

deterministic liberties have been eliminated: There is only one initial state

and, in each state, reading a symbol brings us to a unique state. Therefore:

∀q ∈ Q,∀a ∈ Σ, |δN (q, a)| ≤ 1.

The above definition excludes also the use of λ-transitions.

This makes the set notation for the result of the transitions cumbersome,

so we will denote transitions in a slightly different manner:

Definition 4.1.5 (Dfa) A deterministic finite automaton (Dfa) is a

sextuple A = 〈Σ, Q, qλ, FA, FR, δ〉 where Σ is an alphabet, Q is a finite set of

states, qλ ∈ Q is the initial state, δ : Q × Σ → Q is a transition function,

FA ⊆ Q and FR ⊆ Q are sets of marked states, called the final accepting

and (respectively) rejecting states.

It is usual to recursively extend δ to Q × Σ⋆ → Q: δ(q, λ) = q and

δ(q, a.w) = δ(δ(q, a), w) for all q ∈ Q, a ∈ Σ, w ∈ Σ∗. Let LFA
(A) denote the

language recognised by automaton A:

LFA
(A) = {w ∈ Σ∗ | δ(qλ, w) ∈ FA}

In the same way:

LFR
(A) = {w ∈ Σ∗ | δ(qλ, w) ∈ FR}

We will usually denote by L(A) the language LFA
(A) and in a general

way denote by L the naming function, i.e. the function associating with a

finite automaton, the language it recognises.

Definition 4.1.6 A language is regular ifdef it is recognised by a Dfa.

It is well known result that Dfa and Nfa have an identical expressive

power: Any language recognised by an Nfa can also be recognised by a

Dfa. The result is constructive: A determinisation algorithm exists, but

the resulting Dfa can be much larger than the equivalent Nfa.

Definition 4.1.7 We denote by DFA(Σ) the class of all Dfa over alphabet

Σ and by NFA(Σ) the class of all Nfa over alphabet Σ. REG(Σ) is the

family of all regular languages over the alphabet Σ.

There are alternative ways of defining regular languages: regular expressions,

regular grammars or systems. Because of the interest in certain fields to

manipulate regular expressions (for instance X-paths, grep expressions) it
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may be of interest to learn and manipulate these in a grammatical inference

setting.
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Fig. 4.3. Graphical representation of a Dfa.

Algorithm 4.3: Parsing with a Dfa.

Data: A Dfa : A = 〈Σ, Q, qλ, FA, FR, δ〉, a string x = a1a2 · · · an

Result: The state qcurr (if any) reached from qλ by reading x

qcurr ← qλ;

for 1 ≤ i ≤ n do
qcurr ← δ(qcurr, ai)

end

return qcurr

Definition 4.1.8 Given a Dfa A = 〈Σ, Q, qλ, FA, FR, δ〉 and a state q in

Q, we call marker for q the shortest string (for the lex-length order) that

reaches state q: marker(q) = min≤lex-length
{w ∈ Σ⋆ : δ(qλ, w) = q}.

Markers will allow us to index the states not by numbers, but by strings.

Example 4.1.3 In Figure 4.3 for states q1, q2, q3 and q4, the markers are

respectively λ, a, aa and ab. The states can be renamed qλ, qa, qaa and qab.

Some properties of Dfa are as follows:

- There exist languages for which the smallest Nfa is exponentially smaller

than the smallest equivalent Dfa. A typical well-known example is lan-

guage Ln over alphabet {a, b} in which the nth letter before the end

is an ‘a’. Ln recognised by an Nfa with n+1 states but the smallest

Dfa recognising Ln needs 2n states. We will discuss these questions of

sizes of representations when defining the learning models, in Section 7.3,

page 174.
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- Every regular language is recognised by a specific automaton called the

minimum canonical automaton, which is the complete automaton with a

minimum number of states. In some cases this automaton may have one

sink state. This is a state qs that is neither accepting nor rejecting and

such that ∀a ∈ Σ, δ(qs, a) = qs. The construction of this unique (up to

state isomorphism, i.e. renaming of the states) automaton can be done in

time O(n log n) where n is the number of states of the initial Dfa. What

really is constructed is known as the Myhill-Nerode equivalence:

∀uv ∈ Σ⋆, u ≡ v ⇐⇒ [∀w ∈ Σ⋆ uw ∈ L⇔ vw ∈ L]

Note that in the above the language L defines the equivalence classes.

- An issue linked with this is that of the equivalence of automata. If these

are Dfa, the problem is simple: Minimise both Dfa, then compare the

results. Hence equivalence of Dfa is in P.

4.1.3 Regular expressions

We introduce briefly regular expressions, also sometimes called rational

expressions. They allow us to define languages (as opposed to ‘recognise’ or

‘generate’).

Definition 4.1.9 Let Σ be a a finite alphabet. We define recursively a

regular expression as:

- ∅, Λ, and a (∀a ∈ Σ) are regular expressions over Σ;

- if e1 and e2 are regular expressions over Σ so are (e1)·(e2), (e1)+(e2)

and (e1)
∗.

The cumbersome brackets will be disposed of whenever possible. The con-

catenation dot (·) is also only used when necessary. Therefore (a) · (b) is

denoted more conveniently by ab. Usual priorities are that ‘∗’ has higher

priority than ‘·’ and (then) ‘+’.

Definition 4.1.10 Let Σ be a a finite alphabet. The value of a regular

expression is the language defined recursively as follows:

- value(∅)=∅,

- value(Λ) = {λ},

- ∀a ∈ Σ, value(a)={a},

- value((e))= value(e),

- value(e1 · e2)= value(e1)·value(e2),

- value(e1 + e2)= value(e1)∪value(e2),
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- value(e∗)= value(e)∗.

Example 4.1.4 ab
∗(a + b

∗)∗ is a regular expression over {a, b} having as

value the language composed of all strings starting with symbol ‘a’. It is easy

to notice that many equivalent regular expressions exist.

There exist algorithms allowing to transform a regular expression into an

Nfa. These usually introduce λ-transitions in the process. One can also

extract a regular expression from an automaton. The complexity classes for

the usual problems of parsing, minimisation and equivalence are the same

as those for the Nfa.

It is known that the class of regular languages contains all languages that

can either be described by a regular expression, or recognised by a finite

automaton, which can be either deterministic or non-deterministic.

4.1.4 A sample as an automaton

A sample is a finite set of data. The sample can be informed in which

case it is a pair 〈S+, S−〉 of finite sets of strings. S+ contains the posi-

tive examples and S− contains the negative examples (also called the

counter-examples). A sample is non-conflicting when S+ ∩ S− = ∅. In

the sequel we will only deal with non-conflicting samples.

We may denote a sample 〈S+, S−〉 as a set of labelled strings, the labels

being either ‘1’ for the examples or ‘0’ for the counter-examples.

Example 4.1.5 The sample 〈S+, S−〉 with S+ = {aa, aba, bba} and S+ =

{ab, bb} can also be denoted by {(aa, 1), (ab, 0), (bb, 0), (aba, 1), (bba, 1)}.

A sample is made of text if it contains no counter-example.

The prefix tree acceptor of S+ is the Dfa = 〈Σ, Q, qλ, FA, FR, δ〉 denoted

Pta(S+) such that:

- Q = {qu : u ∈ Pref(S+)},

- ∀ua ∈ Pref(S+) : δ(qu, a) = qua,

- FA = {qu : u ∈ S+},

- FR = ∅.

The Pta is therefore the smallest Dfa which recognises S+, has minimal size

FA and FR for which the transition function δ in injective (i.e. if δ(q, a) =

δ(q′, a) then q = q′). In fact, in Pta(S+), FR = ∅. Notice that in this case

the Dfa is a tree, each state being the successor of exactly one state (but

for the initial state, which has no predecessor).
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If furthermore we are given a set S+ and a set S−, Pta(S+, S−) is

- Q = {qu : u ∈ Pref(S+ ∪ S−)},

- ∀ua ∈ Pref(S+ ∪ S−) : δ(qu, a) = qua,

- FA = {qu : u ∈ S+},

- FR = {qu : u ∈ S−}.

In the case where the Pta is built from both positive and negative strings,

then A = Pta(S+, S−) is again a tree, smallest such that S+ ⊆ LFA
(A) and

S− ⊆ LFR
(A).

In Section 12.1 an algorithm building the Pta is given and studied. But

it can easily be deduced from the above definitions. We depict in Figure 4.4

the Pta built from a sample 〈S+, S−〉, and another one corresponding to

only a positive sample.
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Fig. 4.4. Two Pta.

4.2 Grammars

Automata are devices used to recognise strings. The other classical way of

defining languages is through generative devices called grammars. Parsing

is then an essential issue.

4.2.1 Context-free grammars

Definition 4.2.1 A context-free grammar is a quadruple < Σ, V,R,N1 >

where Σ is a finite alphabet (of terminal symbols), V is a finite alphabet (of

variables or non-terminals, denoted by N1,. . . ,Ni), R ⊂ V × (Σ ∪ V )∗ is a

finite set of production rules, and N1 (∈ V ) is the axiom.
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We will write N → β for rule (N,β) ∈ R. If α, β, γ ∈ (Σ ∪ V )∗ and

(N,β) ∈ R we have αNγ ⇒ αβγ. This means that string αNγ derives (in

one step) into string αβγ.
∗

=⇒ is the reflexive and transitive closure of ⇒. If there exists α0, . . . , αk

such that α0 ⇒ . . . ⇒ αk we will write α0
k
⇒ αk. We denote by L(G,N)

the language {x ∈ Σ⋆ : N
∗

=⇒ x}. If N1 is the axiom, we shall denote

L(G,N1) by L(G) and call this the language generated by G (from N).

When different rules share a same left-hand side it will be possible to write

these in the shortened way N → α + β + γ (for rules (N,α), (N,β) and

(N, γ), for instance).

Definition 4.2.2 Two grammars are equivalent ifdef they generate the same

language.

We denote by CFG(Σ) the class of all context-free grammars using al-

phabet Σ, whereas CFL(Σ) is the set of all context-free languages over

Σ.

A derivation T = α0 ⇒ . . .⇒ αk = u can be represented by a derivation

tree where the root is the non-terminal T and the frontier of the tree reads

the string u.

We will not provide here all the definitions concerning derivations and

derivation trees, but summarise some of the typical notions and questions

through an example.

Example 4.2.1 Let G= < {a, b}, {N}, R,N > with N → aNN + b. The

language generated by G starting from N is the Lukaciewitz language:

{

w ∈ {a, b}∗ : ∀p, s ∈ {a, b}∗, w = p · s

(

s = λ =⇒ |p|a + 1 = |p|b
s 6= λ =⇒ |p|a ≥ |p|b

}

.

A derivation is N ⇒ aNN ⇒ aaNNN ⇒ aaNaNNN ⇒ aabaNNN
∗

=⇒
aababbb. We depict the corresponding derivation tree in Figure 4.5.

Definition 4.2.3 A context-free grammar G =< Σ, V,R,N1 > is in re-

duced normal form ifdef all non-terminals are useful:

∀N ∈ V ∃u ∈ Σ⋆ : N
∗

=⇒ u

∀N ∈ V ∃u, v ∈ Σ⋆ : N1
∗

=⇒ uNv.

Reduced normal forms correspond to the idea that each non-terminal must

be reachable from the axiom and can produce at least one string. It is clear
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N

a N N

a N N b

a N Nb

b b

Fig. 4.5. Derivation tree for string aababbb.

that non-terminals that do not obey these rules can be eliminated from the

grammar without changing the language. Another extension is to make sure

that applying a rule gets us closer to the target string. That can be done

by considering proper normal forms:

Definition 4.2.4 A context-free grammar G =< Σ, V,R,N1 > is in proper

normal form ifdef all non-terminals (with the possible exception of the axiom)

are constructive:

(N,λ) ∈ R or (N,N ′) ∈ R =⇒ N = N1

In this case the advantage is that there is a relation between the length

of the derivation and the size of the string:

Lemma 4.2.1 If G =< Σ, V,R,N1 > is in proper and reduced normal form

then

w ∈ L(G)⇐⇒
[

N1
k

=⇒ w with k ≤ 2|w| − 1
]

.

Two other important normal forms are:

Definition 4.2.5 A context-free grammar G =< Σ, V,R,N1 > is in quadratic

or Chomsky normal form ifdef R ⊆ V ×
(

V 2 ∪ Σ ∪ {λ}
)

.

A context-free grammar G =< Σ, V,R,N1 > is in Greibach normal form

ifdef R ⊂ V × ΣV ∗.

The above normal forms can be obtained constructively. But they are

normal forms, as opposed to canonical forms: A same language may admit

various incomparable normal forms.

Parsing can be done in cubic time when starting from a grammar in Chom-

sky normal form. We provide a general parser in Algorithm 4.4, known as
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Algorithm 4.4: Cky algorithm.

Data: A context-free grammar G =< Σ, V,R,N1 > in quadratic

normal form, with V = {N1, N2, . . . , N|V |}, a string

x = a1a2 · · · an.

Result: Cky[i][j][k] = true ⇐⇒ aj · · · ak ∈ L(G,Ni).

for k ∈ [|x|] do

for j ∈ [k] do
for i ∈ [|V |]] do Cky[i][j][k] ← false

end

end

for j ∈ [|x|] do

for i ∈ [|V |] do
if (Ni, aj) ∈ R then Cky[i][j][j] ← true

end

end

for m : 1 ≤ m ≤ |x| − 1 do

for j : 1 ≤ j ≤ |x| −m do

for k : j ≤ k < j + m do

for (Ni, Ni1Ni2) ∈ R do

if Cky[i1][j][k] ∧Cky[i2][k + 1][j + m] then
Cky[i][j][j + m]← true

end

end

end

end

end

return Cky[1][1][n]

the Cooke-Younger-Kasami (Cky) algorithm. Alternative algorithms can be

found in the literature. The algorithm computes Cky[i][j][k] = true ⇐⇒
Ni

∗
=⇒ aj · · · ak. The algorithm can be adapted to context-free grammars

not in quadratic normal form, but with more complicated notations.

We summarise the other important results concerning context-free lan-

guages and grammars:

Proposition 4.2.2 The following problems are undecidable:

- Does a given context-free grammar generate Σ⋆?

- Does a given context-free grammar generate a regular language?
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- Are two context-free grammars equivalent?

We do not provide the classical proofs here but comment upon their mean-

ing for the problem of inferring or learning grammars: The fact that the

equivalence problem is undecidable means that the shortest string separat-

ing two context-free grammars is of unbounded length; if not we would only

have to check strings of length at most the bound and thus be able to decide

equivalence. This in turn means that when intending to learn one grammar

(and not the other) from only short strings, we are facing a problem: We

can be sure not to encounter in a reasonable sized learning sample a small

significant string. Let us call this the curse of expansiveness, which can

be illustrated through the following example:

Example 4.2.2 Let Gn =< {a}, {Ni : i ≤ n}, Rn, N1 > with, for each

i ∈ [n], the following rule in Rn: Ni → Ni+1Ni+1. We also have rule

Nn → a.

It is easy to show that L(Gn) = a
2n−1

. This is therefore a language whose

shortest (and only) string is of length exponential in the size of the grammar!

4.2.2 Linear grammars

To avoid the expansiveness problems one may want to only consider linear

grammars:

Definition 4.2.6 A context-free grammar G =< Σ, V,R,N1 > is linear

ifdef R ⊂ V × (Σ⋆ V Σ⋆ ∪Σ⋆).

A context-free language is linear if it is generated by a linear grammar.

Not all context-free languages are linear. This is the case, for example, of

the following product of two linear languages: {am
b

m
c

n
d

n : m,n ∈ N}.
Moreover it is undecidable to know whether a language is linear or not, just

as it is to know whether two linear languages are equivalent or not.

These results justify considering even more restricted classes of linear

languages:

Definition 4.2.7 A linear grammar G =< Σ, V,R,N1 > is even linear

ifdef (N, uN ′v) ∈ R =⇒ |u| = |v|.

A linear grammar G =< Σ, V,R,N1 > is left linear (respectively right

linear) ifdef R ⊆ V × (V Σ⋆ ∪Σ⋆) (respectively R ⊆ V × (Σ⋆ V ∪ Σ⋆)).

It is well known that all regular languages can be generated by both even

linear and left (or right) linear languages. The converse is true for the right
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and left linear languages but not for the even linear ones: Consider language

{an
b

n : n ∈ N} which is even linear but not regular.

We denote by LING(Σ) the class of linear grammars over alphabet Σ.

Algorithm Cky (4.4) can be adapted to parse strings with a linear gram-

mar in O(n2) time.

4.2.3 Deterministic linear grammars

A variety of definitions have been given capturing the ideas of determinism

and linearity.

Definition 4.2.8 (Deterministic linear grammars) A linear grammar

G =< Σ, V,R,N1 > is a deterministic linear grammar ifdef

- all rules are of the form (N, aN ′u) or (N,λ) and

- (N, au), (N, av) ∈ R =⇒ u = v with u, v ∈ V Σ⋆.

This definition induces the determinism on the first symbol of the right

hand of rules. This extends by an easy induction to the derivations: let

N
∗

=⇒ uN ′v and N
∗

=⇒ uN ′′w then N ′ = N ′′ and v = w.

We denote by DL(Σ) the set of all languages generated by a deterministic

linear grammar.

4.2.4 Pushdown automata

Another way of defining context-free languages is through pushdown au-

tomata.

Informally a Pda is a one-way finite state machine with a stack. Criteria

for recognition can be by empty stack or by accepting states, but in both

cases the class of languages is that of the context-free ones. If the machine

is deterministic (in a given configuration of the stack, with a certain symbol

to be read, only one rule is possible) the class of languages is that of the

deterministic languages, denoted as DET L(Σ). Given a computation of a

Pda, a turn in the computations is a move that decreases the height of the

stack and is preceded by a move that did not decrease it. A Pda is said to

be one-turn if in any computation there is at most one turn.

Theorem 4.2.3 A language is linear if and only if if it is recognised by a

one-turn Pda.
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4.3 Exercises

4.1 Prove that checking if two Nfa are inconsistent (as in Definition

4.1.4, page 82) is a P-space complete problem. Remember that test-

ing the inequivalence of two Nfa is P-space complete.

4.2 Prove Lemma 4.2.1 (page 90).

4.3 How many states are needed in a Dfa (or an Nfa) recognising all

strings that do not have repeated symbols?

4.4 Prove that Dfa are always consistent, i.e. that a string cannot be

accepted and rejected.

4.5 Propose an algorithm that checks if a grammar is in reduced normal

form.

4.6 Propose an algorithm that checks if a grammar is in proper normal

form.

4.7 Propose an algorithm that computes a grammar in quadratic normal

form equivalent to a given grammar. How much larger is the new

grammar?

4.8 Find a deterministic linear grammar for the palindrome language,

which is the set of all strings w that read the same from left to right

as from right to left, i.e. such that ∀i ∈ [|w|], w(i) = w(n + 1− i).

4.9 Prove that every regular language is even linear.

4.10 Prove that the union of two deterministic linear languages may not

be deterministic linear.

4.4 Conclusion of the chapter and further reading

4.4.1 Bibliographical background

Automata and finite state machines (Section 4.1) have been studied since

the 1950s, where variants were sometimes known as Moore or Mealy ma-

chines. The theory is now well documented and can be found in different

textbooks [HU77, Har78, HU79, Sim99, Sak04]. The central questions con-

cerning equivalence between Dfa and Nfa were solved by Michael Rabin

and Dana Scott [RS59]. The links between regular expressions and automata

were explored in a number of places, with Ken Thompson’s method [Tho68]

widely used, even if it does introduce many λ-transitions.

We have followed here the usual definitions with the exception that we are

using two types of final states, better suited for grammatical inference (even

if sometimes cumbersome). A similar path was followed by François Coste

[CF03] who argues that automata are classifying functions and can thus

have values other than 0 and 1. The point we make is that when learning
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Dfa the current formalism always allows us to decide that ‘anything that is

not accepting is rejecting’ after the learning process, but that if background

knowledge tells us otherwise we can just as well decide the opposite.

Between the different sorts of context-free grammars (introduced in Sec-

tion 4.2) even linear grammars [Tak88, SG94, Mäk96] and deterministic

linear grammars have been more extensively studied in the context of gram-

matical inference. Deterministic linear grammars were introduced in gram-

matical inference in [dlHO02] (and [dlHO03] for the probabilistic version),

but alternative definitions [NH69, IJR88] were introduced earlier. Pushdown

automata have not been used that much in grammatical inference, but de-

fine the important class of the deterministic languages. A specific study on

these machines can be found in [ABB97].

4.4.2 Some alternative lines of research

We have described here some classical ways of describing languages, i.e.

sets of strings. But there are several alternative ways of doing this, with in

different cases interesting work dealing with learning.

Categorical grammars [Kan98, Tel98, Flo03] are used to associate directly

semantics to syntax, and follow very often work by researchers in logics and

in computational linguistics. The idea is to associate the rules with the lex-

icon: each word can be used, depending on its type, following some specific

pattern. The intricate mechanisms used to parse and the computational

costs involved make these grammars be out of the main line of results pre-

sented in this book. Relating these elegant mechanisms with acute complex-

ity models (Mdl principle, Kolmogorov complexity) is a research direction

followed by some [Tel05].

Regular expressions of different sorts have been elaborated and studied in

grammatical inference [Fer05], but, in order to avoid facing the difficulties

of learning Nfa, structural restrictions (on the type of operators) have been

imposed [BJVU98, Kin08]. There are of course several ways to restrict or

enrich the types of regular expressions we may use. One important idea has

consisted in measuring the star height of an expression as the number of

embedded stars one has to use. Adding a complementary operation allows

to manipulate infinite languages of star height 0. There have been separate

learnability results for these [Bra97].

Extensions of the above mechanisms (automata, grammars) to deal with

trees and graphs have been proposed. For the case of tree automata a general

survey is [CDG+97] and for graph grammars there are a number of possible

sources [Cou91].
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Other extensions consist in not having halting states but states through

which the run must (or must not) pass infinitely often: These define infini-

tary languages [Büc60], and have also been considered in learning settings

[MP91, SY93, dlHJ04].

In Chapter 18 we will discuss the extension of the final state models to

deal with transducers.

4.4.3 Open problems and possible new lines of research

Between the many interesting lines of research corresponding to studying

language models of use in grammatical inference tasks, we propose one pre-

sented originally in [dlH06b].

We propose to consider the case where the alphabet is ranked, i.e. there

is a partial order over the symbols in the alphabet. The situation arises in

a number of settings:

- either when the alphabet is naturally ordered as can be the case of music;

- if the original data is numeric, the normal discretization loses the prox-

imity/topological issues that should help and that are contained in the

data;

- sometimes the alphabet can consist in subsets of strings in which case we

can also have a relation which may be a generalisation or subsumption.

We introduce k-edge deterministic finite automata to deal with such lan-

guages.

A ranked alphabet 〈Σ,≤〉 is an alphabet Σ with a relation ≤Σ which

is a partial order (reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive) over Σ. Given a

ranked alphabet 〈Σ,≤〉 and two symbols a and b in Σ, with a ≤ b, we denote

by [a, b] the set {c ∈ Σ : a ≤ c ≤ b}.

Example 4.4.1 Here are two possible relations:

- 〈Σ,≤〉 where Σ = {0, 1, 2, 3} and 0 < 1 < 2 < 3. This is the case in

music or working with numerical data

- 〈Σ,≤〉 where Σ = {00, 01, 10, 11} and 00 ≤ 01 ≤ 11 and 00 ≤ 10 ≤
11. This means that the automaton may not need to be based on a

total order.

Definition 4.4.1 (k-edge deterministic finite automaton) A k-edge

deterministic finite automaton (k-Dfa) A is a tuple 〈Σ, Q, qλ, FA, FR, δ〉

where Σ is a finite alphabet, Q is a finite set of states, q1 ∈ Q is the initial

state, FA ⊆ Q is the set of final accepting states, FR ⊆ Q is the set of final
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rejecting states, δ : Q×Σ×Σ→ Q is the total transition function verifying:

∀q ∈ Q, |{a, b : δ(q, a, b) is defined}| ≤ k, and if δ(q, a1, b1) 6= δ(q, a2, b2)

then [a1, b1] ∩ [a2, b2] = ∅.

A string x = c1 · · · c|x| belongs to L(A) ifdef there is a sequence of states

qi0, qi1 , . . . , qi|x| with δ(qij , aj , bj) = qij+1
and aj ≤ cj ≤ bj . And of course

qi|x| has to be a final accepting state.

The extension of δ is done as usual and the language recognised by A,

L(A) is {a ∈ Σ∗ : δ(qλ, w) ∈ FA}.

Example 4.4.2 We represent in Figure 4.6 a 2-edge automaton. Notice

that the same language can also be represented by a 3-edge automaton, but

not by a 1-edge automaton. Here, 102 ∈ L(A),

Clearly any k-edge Dfa is also a Dfa but the converse is not true. Moreover

if k is fixed, one can easily build (for an alphabet of size more than k,

a regular language that cannot be represented by a k-edge Dfa. Also it

should be pointed out that the case where k is the size of the alphabet is of

no new interest at all, as it corresponds to normal Dfa.

q1 q2

q3 q4

0− 3

4− 5 0
1− 5

0− 4

5

0− 2

3− 5

Fig. 4.6. A 2-edge Dfa.

There are then a number of possible problems concerning these automata:

to decide if a given sample allows at least one k-edge Dfa consistent with

it, to find some pumping lemma or to study the closure properties. These

characterisations would possibly allow learning algorithms to be designed in

the setting where the alphabets are huge but structured.




